Mode division multiplexing (MDM), where information is transmitted in the spatial modes of light, is mooted as a future technology with which to transmit large bits of information. However, one of the key issues in optical communication lies in connecting free-space to optical fiber networks, otherwise known as the 'last mile' problem. This is particularly problematic for MDM as the eigenmodes of free-space and fibers are in general not the same. Here we demonstrate a data transmission scheme across a free-space and fiber link using twisted light in the form of Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) azimuthal modes. As a proof-of-principle we design and implement a custom fiber where the supported LG modes can be grouped into five nondegenerate sets, and successfully transmit a gray-scale image across the composite link using one mode from each group, thereby ensuring minimal crosstalk.
Introduction
Communication networks around the world are commonly found in the form of optical fibers, where the informationcarrying capacity has increased significantly with the introduction of various multiplexing techniques [1] . These methods allow multiple signals to be sent through a single medium and measured using a reverse process known as demultiplexing. Signals have been sent using time- [2] , wavelength- [3] , polarization-and space-division [4] multiplexing through fibers, as well as combining these parameters to achieve scalar [5] and vector [6, 7] multilevel multiplexing. Another degree of orthogonality in the form of mode-division multiplexing (MDM) has also been successfully demonstrated in fibers using both linearly polarized (LP) [8] and orbital angular momentum (OAM) [9] [10] [11] modes to increase fiber capacity.
However, these fiber-optic networks are not accessible by the majority of broadband users and as such, alternative communication links are required to breach this so called 'last-mile' problem (last mile technology is one which bridges the main-stream communication links with those of businesses and households) [1, 12] . One option is optical wireless connections that incorporate free-space optics (FSO) [13] . Investigations into free-space multiplexing, independent of fiber systems, have also shown improved information capacity, achieving over 1000 Gbit s −1 with OAM MDM [14] and 100 Tbit s −1 with three-dimensional multiplexing of OAM, polarization and wavelength [15] . The successful demonstration of OAM-mode propagation across several kilometers of free-space [16] , highlighted the feasibility of OAM FSO communication, which was further examined by considering the effects of beam size, receiver aperture size and mode spacing [17] . Vector modes, with inhomogeneous polarization distributions, have also shown promise in MDM schemes [18] with the suggestion of more robust propagation through turbulent mediums [19] .
Demonstrations of FSO used in conjunction with optical fibers include the successful propagation of optical code division multiple access signals [20] , as well as the use of wavelength-division multiplexing from a single-mode fiber through free-space and then coupled back into the singlemode fiber to produce effective rates of 80 Gbit s −1 [21] . In this report we look to bridge the last mile problem by demonstrating data transmission across an integrated communication link consisting of free-space and fiber. To achieve this, we made use of a common set of modes for both types of link, free-space and fiber, to avoid additional de-multiplexing/multiplexing steps between the different media and allowing the direct transmission of signals from the sender to the transmitter. We designed a custom fiber supporting Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes, the latter being the natural modes of free-space to realize the direct connection. As a proof of principle, a gray-scale image was transmitted across the integrated link using five different LG modes with excellent fidelity.
Concept and fiber design
As the aim is to realize an optical link across two disparate media (free space and fiber), a core requirement is to find a set of spatial modes that are eigenmodes of both. This is easy in the trivial case of single mode fiber (Gaussian beams are supported), but MDM requires multiple modes. In general, since the media differ, so do the eigenmodes. Other fiber designs such as step index fibers or the recently introduced vortex fibers lack this complete matching of their mode sets to the free space modes and thus were not suitable for the construction of a directed combined communication link [9] . Instead, we make use of the symmetry in graded index fiber with an parabolic index profile [22] to create a mode set that is a solution of the paraxial Helmholtz equation in cylindrical coordinates: the LG modes. These modes are very similar to the more commonly used LP mode set [23] , however the LG basis choice ensures the matching of the azimuthal and radial degrees of freedom in the free-space and fiber link. By propagating these modes through a cylindrically symmetric optical system, where transmitters and detectors commonly consist of circular apertures, the helical structure is preserved. As such, no special optics are needed to match the modes from one media to the other, facilitating an integrated link with spatial modes of light.
The LG modes may be described by a radial order p and azimuthal order ℓ at its waist plane (z = 0), described by:
are the transverse coordinates, L p ℓ is the generalized Laguerre polynomial and w 0 is a scalar parameter corresponding to the Gaussian (fundamental mode) radius. Such modes are shape invariant during propagation and reduce to the special case of the Gaussian beam when p ℓ 0 = = . When the azimuthal order is non-zero the light carries OAM and is often referred to as twisted light. Now consider the special case when p=0, so that we only have azimuthal components to a radially symmetric field. For convenience we may separate the radial and azimuthal dependence to express the azimuthal modes as r r ℓ LG ,
, where r A ℓ ( ) represents the radial component of equation (1) . In this form the radial function generates the donut-shaped intensity pattern while the azimuthal term ensures the helical phase and the OAM per photon-our so-called twisted light. This function may be 
Here we select superpositions of twisted light modes in the form of odd and even terms:
Typical graded index fibers with a nearly parabolic index profile are well known for short range communication networks, but have typically core diameters of 50 μm and are highly multi-mode. In order to reduce the complexity of such multi-mode systems and in comparison to the commonly applied few mode case for MDM, we custom fabricated a graded index fiber with a parabolic index profile and a core diameter of 9.5 μm. The refractive index difference between the core center and the cladding is n 3.3 10 2 D »´-. The customized fiber was produced by a rod in tube method. At first a primary germanium doped preform was manufactured. To achieve the needed continuous refractive index profile we used the modified chemical vapor deposition technique where layers with an increasing amount of germanium were deposited into a tube to build the gradient profile. The maximum GeO 2 concentration was 24 mol% in the core center. Afterwards the remaining opening was removed by collapsing the tube to the final primary preform with an outer diameter of 26 mm and a core cladding ratio of 1:2. This core preform was then drawn to a cane of 2 mm diameter and inserted into a tube of pure quartz glass with an inner diameter of 2.4 mm and an outer diameter of 15 mm before finally drawn to the designed fiber core diameter of 9.5 μm. Figure 1 (a) shows the measured refractive index profile of the fiber preform in comparison to the intended parabolic was propagated through a polarizer (LP 1 ) set to transmit horizontally polarized light and directed onto SLM 1 , allowing the modes to be encoded onto the light. These modes were then propagated through 1.5 m free-space (FS), then propagated through a 1.5 m fiber and finally through another 1.5 m FS to be decoded by SLM 2 . The modes were coupled into the fiber using lens L 1 and a microscope objective (MO 1 ) and then expanded again using MO 2 and lens L 2 . The modes were passed through a horizontal polarizer (LP 2 ) and subsequently were demultiplexed by encoding the complex conjugate of the five modes onto the SLM, but with different diffraction gratings. The (local) on-axis intensity was measured at each of the five different positions on the detector, which was placed at the Fourier plane of the lens (FL). one. The high accordance between measured and intended profile ensured the perfect matching between free space and fiber. Some additional refractive index peaks occur only in the center of the core due to evaporation and diffusion processes of GeO 2 during the collapsing of the primary preform [24] . We have calculated the eigenvalues as well as the corresponding modes of this fiber by using a finite differences numerical mode solver [25] , and the resulting eigenvalue spectrum is shown in figure 1(b) , illustrating the occurrence of discrete well separated mode groups: seven linear polarized mode groups (given by p ℓ 2 + is constant, or constant Gouy phase) containing a total of 28 modes. Since the modes inside each mode group are degenerated regarding their propagation constant they are likely to couple during propagation, whereas coupling between modes of different groups is typically very low due to the large eigenvalue spacing [26, 27] . We made use of this characteristic by applying a mode group division demultiplexing approach to minimize the crosstalk within the fiber. For that we chose from each of the first five mode groups one mode, with p=0, for the information encoding. The shape and position in the eigenvalue spectrum of the chosen modes are depicted in figure 1(b) as insets, where the white circle indicates the fiber core. We exclude the last two mode groups for practical reasons, since the modes of these groups were already close to the fiber cutoff and showed considerably high transmission losses through the composed link compared to the first mode groups.
Experimental set-up and results
The experimental setup can be seen in figure 2 . To begin, information was encoded onto a light beam ( 633 l = nm) using a spatial light modulator (SLM). By directing a horizontally polarized beam with a flat wavefront onto the SLM, five different modes were generated using a complex amplitude modulation technique [28] . As the SLM is polarizationsensitive, only a single polarization state was encoded onto the modes. As the proof of principle experiment, each mode represented a single bit of information; a single color, number or letter. The mode was then propagated through a 4.5 m communication link consisting of 1.5 m free-space, followed by 1.5 m fiber (GIF) and finally another 1.5 m free-space. The communicated information was decoded using modal decomposition, where the input field u was decomposed into the LG pℓ modes such that u a LG p ℓ pℓ pℓ ,
= å
, the modulus of the modal weighting coefficients a pℓ can be determined by the inner product of the field with a full complex modal match filter. That is, u a
, which can be experimentally performed by directing the field u onto an SLM encoded with the match filter hologram, LG pℓ , and recording the onaxis intensity on a CCD camera after Fourier lens in figure 2 , where the on-axis intensity of a decoded mode is measured at the Fourier plane of a lens [29, 30] . The modes were demultiplexed using a horizontal polarizer and a second SLM to decode the communicated information. As the SLM is polarization sensitive, the horizontal polarizer ensures the correct polarization for the SLM. The complex conjugates of the five modes were encoded onto the SLM, each with a different diffraction grating such that the modes were spatially separated on the detector and thus could be measured simultaneously at different positions on the detector. In this technique, a high on-axis intensity value, determined by retaining the maximum intensity value among the five measurement positions, indicates the presence of a particular mode in the transmitted message. Thus, after recording a series of multiple on-axis intensity measurements, the message or image can be reconstructed.
We first quantified the deleterious effects of the communication link (for example, fiber stress, optical aberrations, turbulence) by measuring the modal crosstalk for all azimuthal modes in our five mode groups, with the results shown in figure 3(a) . We selected nine azimuthal modes, two from each group (with the exception of the first group containing the fundamental which has a single mode of zero azimuthal index). The modal crosstalk highlights the amount of light lost from one mode into others. The modes within a group show strong intermodal coupling, as such, we chose to generate and measure only one LG mode within each of the five mode groups, with the crosstalk matrix for these five modes shown in figure 3(b) . We measured the modal crosstalk between modes of different groups to be less than −9.9 dB, where the highest crosstalk was measured for the larger, higher-order LG modes.
As a proof of principle, we chose to transmit a 481-by-600 pixel gray-scale image of Maxwell, show in figure 4 , where each pixel contained a particular level of gray encoded into a set of five twisted light modes. From the crosstalk shown in figure 3 , the encoded modes, LG 00 Figure 4 shows the initial gray-scale image. The transmitted image was then demultiplexed with the results shown in figure 5 . As we chose the five most distinct modes from the crosstalk data and used a single bit per pixel encoding, the probability of detecting the incorrect mode was designed to be low.
In this proof-of-principle test we were able to demonstrate recovery of an image encoded using the spatial modes of light. While such proof of principle experiments have been done previously in either fiber or free space, here we have utilized the common symmetry of free space and parabolic index fibers (both quadratic index media) to show a transmission link that incorporates both media without any mode conversion steps. By incorporating multiple-bit encoding per pixel, using multiple modes, an improvement in contrast can be expected. Future work will consider the use of all 28 modes in a fully multiplex scheme over an extended distance.
Conclusion
We have successfully demonstrated data transmission across an integrated communication link, without any mode conversion steps, by designing and fabricating a custom fiber that supports LG modes. Further, by selecting non-degenerate modes, one from each degenerate mode set, we are able to minimize the modal crosstalk. As a proof of principle, an image was encoded into the azimuthal modes from each set and successfully transmitted across the link. This work will be of interest to future studies that address the 'last mile' problem in optical communication.
